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About This Game

Escape Bloody Mary is a short and sweet horror VR escape room following the folklore behind the legend of Bloody Mary. Turn
off the lights, light a few candles, say her name three times into a mirror and you might see her on the other side. Escape Bloody
Mary takes you through the worst possible scenario of the childhood ritual. Prepare for an immersive horror experience which
transforms your typical bathroom into an unsettling and stressful haunted environment with no way out. Can you find a way out

before Bloody Mary claims your soul?

Gameplay offers a series of puzzles under pressure which are designed to force the user to balance strategy and survival.
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Title: Escape Bloody Mary
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Well Told Entertainment
Publisher:
Well Told Entertainment
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space
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very underdeveloped. Awesome fun game for \u00a31.99, me and my housemate who both have vives had a good laugh with
this!. This game is stupid.. Breakout! Literally. (Or "Die" Trying)

This game has a lot of charm/humour and you get to play as one two guys girls.
Basically you're climbing a castle from the dungeon to the tower, going through "levels" of the castle, each with their own theme
and boss.

Gameplay is simple, but varied and challenging enough that it never seems stale. The dev is continually adding more content,
and tweaking options for better gameplay. I had an issue which the dev promptly fixed in an update that rolled out more content
as well.

Music and sound effects are nice, and the retrographics are sweet and much like RetroArmy's other games, which I also like.

There are different powerups for your mattress, and there is a branching ending depending on how you collect souls (I won't
explain it, play it yourself). You can also collect keys to open more sections of the castle. When you die, you have the option of
retrying the whole section again, or if you have souls, you can use one to gamble and retry exactly where you died, with the
possibility of a powered up paddle (or instadeath/gameover, if you're unlucky). There is now a story mode, and that fleshes out
the basic dialogue that was in the initial arcade mode, along with adding extra "non-breakout" gameplay/story.

The only gripe I might have is that the ball sometimes gets lost in all the crossfire of enemy projectiles sometimes. This is not
particularly a bad thing, just means you need to be better!. IS IT SUPER HANG-ON?
IS IT OUTRUN?
IS IT SPACE HARRIER?

No, it's Shenmue, from Ryo Hazuki game.
Wait, that's another way around.

Anyway, it's cheap DLC that adds a single character. That is Ryo. That may not drive forklift, but keeps playing Sega classics.
Depends on how much you like this guy. Maybe you just want to support Sega with money. Or think that buying this will make
Shenmue 3 better, even though kickstarter already passed. Though probably not.
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This game has so many hidden aspects and mechanics its insane. And with Bennett Foddy in the credits you already know you're
in for a wild ride.

9/10 Workshop support would make this game GOD TIER. First off, this is not a RO2 rip-off, it tries to be a bigger scale RO2
and that's evident from the gameplay however it falls short from it's mark.

It's not 50 v 50 as advertised, nor does it have huge♥♥♥♥♥maps, it's 25 vs 25 right now and has around Red Orchestra 2's or
smaller sized maps, at least for now.

Gunplay wise it feels like RO2 but yeah... the animations are still not yet fleshed out, you can't distinct friendlies from enemies
like in RO2 because they use the same animations.

It's also health bar based, meaning it's more arcade than the realistic one shot kills of RO2, unless of course it's a rare headshot.

As far as community goes, it's♥♥♥♥♥♥right now, a lot of Asians and Russians just team killing each other for no apparent
reason but I'm guessing that with time this will die down.

Overall it's pretty bad right now, however it has room for improvement and definitely has potential, my reason for saying this?

It has some pretty interesting vehicles and mechanics such as the mortars, artillery and supply trucks, as well as Armored Cars
and Light Tanks, which will be nice to see in the future with more people and bigger sized maps.

It also has some sort of experience based shop system where you unlock more weapons and stuff which is kinda cool to see, I
mean there's still grind but you're grinding for some specific weapon you wanna unlock which will be available to you for not
just a certain class but for multiple such. Again, you're not grinding a specific class for specific stats or anything like that in
RO2, it's more, uhhhh, user friendly if I may say so. Or at least choice friendly. Since in RO2 if you wanted to level up
something you needed to play a specific class most of the time which wasn't always possible.

Anyhow a lot of people might say that my review is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t because I'm up voting a horrible game (can't deny that atm)
and that I'm comparing it too much with RO2. However again as I said there's definitely potential and room for improvement
even if things aren't looking pretty at the current moment. And Red Orchestra 2 is my go to comparison when it comes down to
such games because of it's refined gameplay which I love.

Edit: I forgot to mention that most weapons and some classes are locked for F2P users such as myself, so you won't be able to
play as Officers or the Team commander, or shoot tanks or Armored Cars, you will be able to drive them however, or play with
the MG42 for example.

I will update this review as time and updates go.. The pig is pregnant. Dark Horizons looks and feels like classic Mechwarrior,
one week into alpha and there isn't much in the game (4 mechs , 2 maps, 3 game mods, multiplayer and instant action) but! the
game has a lot of potential. if your an old Mechwarrior or Heavy gear fan I would give this one a shot you won't be
disappointed.. Greate game despite the small player base.. Bad servers, not fun, only experianced players play the game, do not
waste the little time you would end up spending on the crappy game. This game is love, this game is life. Live the way of the
tomato.
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